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Project 2: LIBRARY ANALYSIS
Assignment #2: Diagram Your Library (Due Thu. Mar. 5, 5:00pm)

6) WRITE: 10 points describing how your library relates to the readings,
especially how/where it is “typical”, or challenges norms, or moves into the future, 
and what aspects could be a model or inspiration for changing Hunt library. 

7) DIAGRAM: Create a series of inventive, abstract diagrams to reveal the
library’s most important ideas, experiences, programming, structure, aestheics, etc. 
Be sure your diagrammatic representation reinforces the ideas.   Work to invent
clear, abstract, analytical diagrams explaining your findings. 

Assignment #3: 50 Diagrams (Due Mon. Mar. 23, 1:30pm)
8) READ: Tschumi, “Concept, Context, Content,” in Event Cities 3 (2005); and 

at least one of the following sources on architectural analysis & composition
(excerpts on Blackboard; Clark is online through CAMEO; Leupen is online through
Google books; a copy of Hanlon and Ching are on the book cart: 

Clark, Precedents in Arch.: Analytic Diagrams, Formative Ideas, & Partis 3rd ed.
(2005); Hanlon, Compositions in Arch. (2009); Ching, Architecture: Forms,
Space, and Order (2007); Leupen, ed. Design & Analysis (1997).

Work to understand how each of these authors discusses the most significant
aspects of architectural design in a slightly different way, leading to potentially
different kinds of understanding and analysis. 

9) 50 DIAGRAMS:  Using ideas from the texts above, as well as the categories
below, begin to analyze your library, and translate your understanding and ideas into
diagrams.  Draw 40-50 analysis drawings or diagrams of various aspects of your
library.  Remember that diagrams can be both analytical and generative.  You should
interpret, read, or analyze the building on your own terms, but also speculate about
diagrams that may have generated the building.  Focus on a broad range of design
issues, at different scales, from the overall plan to construction details.  Use a variety
of different analytical-drawing techniques.  Feel free to work 2D or 3D, analog or
digital (you can use photos of models or screen shots of digital drawings).  Work to
create several “series” or iterations of one drawing type or theme; but also work to
create many different kinds of drawings.  Be sure each diagram is distinct and
deliberate: not a doodle or mere gesture. 

Suggested themes for your diagrams (see readings for others): 
- CONTEXT / SITE: Analyze how your library “fits” within its context, or stands out, in
section and plan.  Find your building using Google Earth, chart views, landscape
features, streets, nearby buildings, etc.  How does the building touch the ground or
sit on a hill?  Does it look like it’s neighbors?  How does it work with the flow of the
landscape?  Why? 
- SPATIAL DEFINITION: Using techniques of understanding space and spatial
definition from 48-100 and 48-126, use line and contour to explore and diagram the
real and implied spaces inside and around your library. Think especially about the
geometry and framework that orders and controls the spaces and spatial
experiences.
- INSIDE / OUTSIDE: Analyze the relation of inside and outside in your library. 
Imagine the transition from inside to outside as a series of layers, some spatial,
some planar, some material, and some immaterial, that together define a set of
experiences. Chart the experience of your building: start far away, get ever closer,
more around, enter, and then back out of the building.
- LIGHT / OPENINGS: Analyze the library’s relationship to the sun/shade.  Use
Ecotect or your intuition to abstract how light comes into various parts of your
building.  How does the architect work with openings in the facades or roof to let light
in?  What are the different “moods” or “atmospheres” of light created?  How do they
change over the day & seasons?  How do they relate to program and circulation? 
Can you draw them? 



- STRUCTURE: Analyze the structural system of your library, what holds the building
up.  In plan & section, attempt to isolate and accentuate the structural components of
your building (load bearing walls and columns), as opposed to enclosure systems. 
What rhythms does the structure create?  How does structure define space?  How
does the structure organize the program?  Distinguish between stacks of load-
bearing members, sticks used to frame the structure, or planes to enclose space. 
- CONSTRUCTION / DETAILS: Using a wall-section or other detail drawings, or
construction photos, analyze or describe how the architect created certain effects
through construction.  Analyze and draw diagrams to explain why the architect used
different materials for different parts of the building.
- GEOMETRY/FORMAL PATTERNS:  Building on ideas of order, systems, patterns,
and geometry from Proj.1, find and record systems and patterns at various scales. 
Look for the underlying order of the overall plan, the “regulating lines” of the facades,
the rhythm of the structural system, the primary and secondary circulation systems,
tectnoic systems of sticks, planes and blocks, and the patterns created by materials
such as brick and cladding, etc.  Find as many formal patterns and groupings as you
can.  Highlight issues of symmetry/balance, additive/subtractive, verticals/horizontals,
light/dark, parts/whole, curves/orthogonals, repetitive/unique, etc.  Find rhythms,
hidden shapes, proportions, axes, spaces, angles, shapes, scale, or any other formal
patterns you can identify.  Show what is missing, what’s obvious, and what’s hard to
detect.
- PROGRAM / USE / FUNCTION:  What are the distinct programmatic spaces in your
library?  Draw the program as an assembled set of “program blocks” (consider
making a model, or a digital model with quick cubes of space)  Is the programmatic
massing the same as the overall building massing?  Distinguish between the primary
or “served” components, and the secondary or “poche” components. 
- SEQUENCE / PROMENADE: Analyze how people approach, circulate, or use the
library.  Seek to understand WHAT the architect intended with the overall design, the
choreographed movement, and each detail, and WHY the architect “composed” it that
way, and create analytical diagrams to show it.  Consider creating a “storyboard” with
abstracted vignettes of the flow through the building.  Draw the various layers, zones,
or thresholds encountered. 
- SEVEN SENSES: Analyze a variety of sensual and immaterial effects of your library;
things that are audible, smellable, touchable, feelable, etc.  Look at textures, mood,
temperature, materials, joinery techniques, hierarchy, the role of ramps, stairs, tall
ceilings, etc.  Move beyond the visible, to the emotional and bodily reactions. 
- EXPERIENCE: Capture or analyze the human experience of your library, what we
feel beyond what we can see, how people behave, how the building constrains or
moves people, the affect or emotional expression of the building. 

** Create many diagrams quickly in sketch format.  For the final, re-draw 40-50
diagrams so they are neat and well-composed onto pages into a GRID of similar
analysis drawings-diagrams.  Plot a hardcopy, and submit pdf to archpcserver. 

Assignment #4: Analysis / Analytique (Due Mon. Mar. 23, 1:30pm)
10) ANALYTICAL DRAWING 24"x36":  Each student should create a 24"x36"

analytical drawing of your library that focuses on a particular sequence of experiences
into and through the most important parts of your building. Combine multiple drawing
types, at different scales, and over-lapping the parts.  Although you are free to choose
any drawing type, or a hybrid of drawing types, we recommend you explore sectional
perspectives, exploded axos, or other drawings that carefully show both outside and
inside experiences.  Focus on the physical architectural elements, but see if you can
render “atmosphere” as well.  Attempt to include both the context and details,
revealing how the building fits into the landscape, and how pieces of construction
inter-connect and assemble into patterns and order.  Include geometric and other
revealing analytical information through subsidiary lines.  Consider carefully the view
angle and how the drawings sit on the page to show all the different info you want to
communicate.  Draw and amend several drafts before beginning the final.  Make sure
it is an ANALYSIS drawing! 

** Bring sketches or first drafts to class on Wed.  3/18. Submit draft to the
archpcserver by Fri. 3/20 at 5pm.  Bring a final copy for Mon. 3/23.


